
Lunches.    
Simple food, done well. 
Christmas (again).  

 
There is a restaurant in London that only sells crisps and dips and another that was 
famously hounded by locals for a menu entirely composed of breakfast cereals. 
Surrounded by millions of consumers all looking for the next fashionable silliness, 
it’s possible to create such specialised outlets. In rural Oundle, we have to cater for a 
broader audience. 
 
Lunch is a classic example. In the modern age, it often needs to be quick and great 
value. But still, the best of days usually include a rather more languid mid-day meal. 
With public transport in the evening being non existent, non-drivers further than 
walking distance have no option to eat at the Tap and Kitchen in the evening unless 
they pay up for a cab. 
 
For a tenner, we offer a sandwich and a salad plus a tea, coffee or fruit juice. And we 
aren’t talking about a supermarket sandwich here; a salt beef deli made from beef we 
have salted ourselves is a meal in itself and other sandwiches will challenge the 
appetite. It’s a great value offer that can be consumed quickly or taken at leisure. 
 

          
The T&K Salt Beef Deli                                                    Some of our wonderful lunch dishes  
 

Our two courses for £12 or three for £15 is a slightly shorter playlist from our normal 
menu. A choice of two starters, mains and puddings currently includes T&K regulars 
of a sweet pea, mint and mascarpone risotto or pan roasted bream as mains but 
there is also a highly seasonal plum crumble made from rich, dark damson plums 
that grow prolifically on just one tree in Wigsthorpe.  
 



Add a taster crate of four NVB beers and for £20 you will end up eating three 
cracking courses of lovingly cooked food made from the best ingredients we can find 
anywhere and sampling four different ales which we, with shameless lack of 
modesty, reckon are as good as anything you will drink anywhere in the word. 
Period, as our friends from Molesworth say. 
 

 
The locally hand crafted taster crate housing the locally hand crafted beers  

 
We don’t comment on TripAdvisor any more because we now leave it up to the 
readers to take their own view. It can be hard biting our tongues when downright 
untruths are posted but it’s a free world and we can also contextualise what is 
written by looking at other posts from the same source. But look at enough of them 
and the flavour of the place comes through.  
 
The sheer number we get is testament to how busy we are and we are very grateful 
for that. Thankyou. Keep visiting and keep posting. You can be sure we do read them 
all. There was one the other day which made us stop and think. Someone wrote very 
politely noting the good ambience and food quality but felt the ‘menu a little too 
intricate for my sensitive stomach… not a plain food venue’. Are we pushing the 
boundaries a bit? Is there too much use of herbs and flavours that were not 
traditionally used in the UK? Frankly, have we got it a bit wrong? 
 
We returned to our menu to look at it from this angle and, yes, there are one or two 
things that you might not have seen ten years ago on an Oundle menu; a Moroccan 
chickpea salad that gets its flavours from tahini and Ras el Hanout spice is an 
example and chorizo with the scallops may have been bacon. Similarly, instead of 
beer battered cod and chips, we do bream in tempura batter with a sweet curry 
sauce. You would never have seen a hanger steak outside France but, to be honest, 
that’s one the French got right. 



 

 
Currently our best-selling starter of scallops, apple puree & chorizo  

 
So are we guilty as charged? We plead not. The crème fraiche with our pickled 
beetroot would have been salad cream in our youth but that has to be a step forward. 
There is currently chicken liver parfait, chargrilled avocado with prawns, pan roasted 
hake, a sweet pea risotto, a chicken Caesar salad, a burger and a steak. All are simple 
dishes that are cooked to emphasise the quality of the traditional ingredients.  
We have to serve a wide audience and feel we have just about got the balance right. 
To the reviewer, come and see us again, and where possible we will go through the 
menu and take out spices and flavours that you would prefer to avoid. 
 
One dish that is not on our menu at the moment but takes us straight back to our 
childhood is faggots. Chris’s recent faggot dish was, and will be when we next 
butcher a pig, totally and utterly sublime. The rich, sweet sauce over the large, 
meaty, glorious faggot nestling on a bed of rich spiced pureed carrot was something 
you could scour all the best restaurants in the land and not better. This was a dish 
that made us all proud to work at the Tap and Kitchen and serve Chris and Tarah’s 
food to our customers. There are many like it but our grandfathers and their 
grandfathers in turn would have eaten that dish and muttered oaths of contentment. 
 
A source of ingredients is the swaps board. PLEASE remember to bring in your 
surplus production. We have been serving fresh runner beans from the gardens of 
Oundle all summer, by way of example, and the spring wild garlic season brings joy 
to dog walkers who can earn beer credits while exercising and customers whose 
soups and veg benefit from this lovely fresh herb. 



 
               We have had some great local produce this summer  

 
At the moment, we look at the skies and hope that more of you will bring in the 
pigeons that you have shot on the stubble. We don’t expect everyone to agree but a 
recent dish of pigeons’ hearts and liver in red wine sauce on sourdough toast was 
totally and utterly wonderful. It needed a napkin to scrape the thick juices from our 
lips and left a taste that demanded a mouthful of Malbec or claret.  
 

 
Faggots. Not a foil tray in sight.  

 
Bring in your swaps and use the credit to try dishes created from those others have 
brought in. Finally, and we expect groans and accusations of outrageous over 
commercialisation, some of our Christmas lunch and dinner slots are getting 
dangerously full. If you have a group of fellow workers or friends who you want to 
share a special meal with, do give us a call…. 
 
Best wishes, TK  


